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The proliferation in recent years of the con‐
cept of globalization in various academic disci‐
plines has not left historians indifferent to the
growing presentism that it conveys. In response,
historians have underlined the historical roots of
interactions and interconnections between vari‐
ous parts of the world that have only recently ac‐
celerated with the new means of communication.
In the second edition of his 1997 book, Donald R.
Wright makes these linkages more explicit in his
framework of analysis by attempting to connect
local history to global history. Using archival ma‐
terials and oral history and borrowing concepts
and categories from the “world-systems” theory of
Immanuel Wallerstein and its variants (hence the
title), he analyzes in eight chapters the process of
incorporation of a small territory, Niumi (in Gam‐
bia), into the world economic system, or world po‐
litical economy, from the fifteenth century. That
process consisted of assigning to the region a spe‐
cific economic role within a “world”-wide division
of labor as a peanut producer (like Senegal), and

establishing bureaucratic colonial state machin‐
ery.
The book is divided into four parts with two
chapters each: background (prior to 1446), the
precolonial period (1446-1816), the colonial peri‐
od (1816-1965), and the postcolonial period
(1965-2003). Each chapter shows how broader
forces and events affected the lives of local people
as well as the responses and initiatives of the in‐
habitants. Having an undergraduate audience in
mind, the author provides, inserted in boxes in
each chapter, specific topics, called “perspec‐
tives,” for discussion. These topics include, for ex‐
ample, a sale of slaves in Portugal, American poli‐
cies and Niumi’s history, ethnicity, the death of
Mansa Wali, women’s changing roles, and Alex
Haley and Niumi’s history.
Wright shows that the incorporation of Niumi
into the world system began with the spread of Is‐
lam and Mandinka political influences in the
framework of the trans-Saharan trade, which
strengthened the Niumi polity. With the arrival of
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the Portuguese in the middle of the fifteenth cen‐
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ty. The reader learns that the British colonial ad‐

Jula), Christian Portuguese, and Luso-Africans, all

ministration did little to improve the lives of Niu‐
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mi residents in terms of education and medical
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treatment. “Not until 1951,” he writes, “would the
government open a health center for Niumi resi‐
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ments in other colonies, where World War II and

politics and society. But his interpretation of the

its consequences, including the rise of African na‐
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rational choice theory. He insists that Niumi “resi‐

that led to decolonization and independence in

dents dealt with Europeans from a position of

1965.

strength through most of the period,” that “Niumi
rulers determined much about how the cross-cul‐

In dealing with the postcolonial period,

tural exchange took place,” that “people in Niumi

Wright tries to understand “why the optimism at

made rational decisions about trading one body of

independence has been so thoroughly dashed and

commodities for another,” and that shippers

why the outlook for the future looks so dim to so

“wanting to obtain slaves or other commodities ...

many living today in Niumi” (p. 208). Many fac‐

had to do so on Niumi’s terms” (pp. 89, 99). De‐

tors account for the failure, including the Cold

spite this affirmation of strong African agency,

War and its consequences, global market forces,

Wright recognizes the depth and nature of Niu‐

the oil crisis of the 1970s, leadership style, and

mi’s dependence on the world market over the

poor policy choices. There is the promise of the

course of the eighteenth century with the dwin‐

development of tourism as a result of a chance en‐

dling of imported raw materials for productive

counter with Haley and Roots (1977), “which tied
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the region into the history of peoples of African
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descent across the Atlantic” (p. 225). The last chap‐
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the destruction of the Niumi state, the ending of

quences, one of the consequences being the mi‐
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gration of young men mostly to the United King‐

poration into the British Empire as part of the

dom, Germany, the Netherlands, and the United

Gambian colony and protectorate through gun‐

States.

boat diplomacy rather than negotiation. Niumi
became “one of the areas of low-cost production

This is a well-written book that is enjoyable to

for the expanding world economy” specializing in

read. Its major strength lies in the author’s effort

large-scale peanut production and exporting, and
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the nature of the relationship between Niumi and

book that contributes to our understanding of Ni‐

the world economy has changed over time. Also

umi in a larger context.

the use of life history as a methodological device

Note
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context of contemporary globalization.

perialism: A Critical Survey (London and Boston:

But the book also shows the limits of any his‐

Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1980), 166; and Vin‐

torical explanation based on the world system ap‐
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proach. As its critics have shown, the world sys‐
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Christopher K. Chase-Dunn (Beverly Hills: Sage,
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1982), 91.

of the needs or dynamics of the larger world sys‐
tem.[1] Although Wright does a good job linking
the rise of Gambian peanut production for export
to the growing demand in Europe in the 1830s for
peanuts, he is not able to successfully incorporate
the perspectives and methodology of global histo‐
ry in his treatment of the road to independence
(in chapter 6). According to the assumptions of the
world system approach, Wright’s explanation of
this phase of decolonization would have led him
to expand on World War II and its consequences,
the rise of the United States and the Soviet Union,
the role of the United Nations as a platform for
anticolonial activities, the example of Asia, the ex‐
ample of North Africa (for the rest of Africa), and
their impact on the rise of Gambian nationalism.
Doing so would have led to a loss of methodologi‐
cal control or would have made the reading te‐
dious; but that is the price to pay when one adopts
the world system approach. Wright focuses, in‐
stead, on the relationship between Gambian
politicians and the leaders of the Gold Coast and
Nigeria. In addition, this reader would have want‐
ed to see more discussion of various forms of re‐
sistance to the demands of local and foreign capi‐
tal, of the actions of Niumi’s war veterans who re‐
turned to their homes after fighting for the Allies
overseas and who were on British officials’ watch
list, and of the emergence of a peasantry in Niumi
that was tied to the region’s integration within an
international division of labor. What is clear is
that the world system approach leaves little room
to other aspects of people’s lives. But despite these
methodological issues, this is a well-researched
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